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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good (morning). I would like to thank everyone her for attending our Strategic Think  Piece presentation, which is titled, “a strategy for adaptive planning.” My name is Jeff Lin, I am a research biologist at the ERDC Environmental Lab. I’ll also introduce the rest of my team – Jeremy LaDart, a regional economist from Mobile District, Judy Sheen, a plan formulator and regional technical specialist from San Francisco District, and Jake Walsdorf, a landscape architect from Galveston District. <Or we can have team members introduce themselves>
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Bottom Line Up Front

We’ve heard from senior leadership: 
“Get it done right the first time”

The Purpose of Adaptive Planning is 
to help make this happen
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Presentation Outline

• Introduction to Adaptive Planning

• Current Process Problems and Issues

• Recommendations

• Barriers to Implementation

• Path Forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll start with an outline of what we are going to present today. First, we’ll go over our definition of adaptive planning and how it fits into a larger strategic context. Then, we’ll discuss some of the problems that we see in the current planning process, and then we’ll present our recommendations for how adaptive planning can address these issues. We’ll then talk about some of the things that need to be considered when implementing adaptive planning, and finally we’ll concluded with a path forward. 
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What is Adaptive Planning?

Adaptive planning is about improving 
feedback

• Feedback occurs at the single study level

• Feedback also occurs at the organization 
level  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is adaptive planning? Adaptive planning is a framework or strategy that focuses on improving feedback and communication during and after the development of planning products. Feedback can occur at two different levels – first, at the various review phases and checkpoints throughout the course of a single planning study, but then also at an organizational level where feedback can occur among different studies, in the form of lessons learned. 
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Adaptive Planning - Strategic Context
CW Planner Capability Task Force Report 
(2001)
► Strengthen Core Competencies
► Build Planning Leadership and Relationships
► Improve Product Quality

USACE Campaign Plan - Goal 4 – Build and 
cultivate a competent, disciplined, and resilient team, 
equipped to deliver high quality solutions
► Set High Planning Standards
► Deliver Superior Planning Products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not the first effort to improve Corps Planning products, however, what our STP does is to build on past and current efforts in this area, such as (read bullets).
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General Problems and Issues
Received input from planners at different levels 

within USACE

Common problems:
1. Insufficient knowledge base of planners 

executing studies 
2. Inconsistent quality of review and response to 

reviews from PDT 
3. Poor communication of issues and lessons 

learned across PDTs, Districts, and MSCs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early on in the process of formulating this STP, we sent a short questionnaire out to district and division planning chiefs as well as current and former PAs, asking them what they thought some of the themes, problems, and issues were with the current planning and review process. Based on these responses as well as our own thought, we came up with three general problems which we thought could be addressed by our adaptive planning strategy. These problems are <read list>. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To put these problems and our recommendations into context, we modeled the existing review processes and feedback loops.Within the blue box we have a conceptualized project, represented by the project delivery team, levels of review for each major planning milestone, and information passing between the project delivery team and reviewers in the form of reports on the right and review comments on the left.  The reviews of particular relevance to our strategic think piece are District Quality Control, Agency Technical Review, Major Subordinate command review, and Headquarters policy review.  There are other types of review, such as Independent External Peer Review and Public Review of more advanced planning products, that we have not included in our model because we wanted to focus on reviews that should be occurring at every planning milestone,  not just the Draft and Final Feasibility Reports.  However, we would like to acknowledge their importance.With respect to information passing between the PDT and various review entities, we have used dashed lines to show processes that occur inconsistently across projects and thicker lines to represent greater content flow.We also have the rest of the Corps and other projects represented as concentric circles next to the project.[animation 1 – observation 1 appears]There are several key observations that we would like to highlight.  The first one is that report quality coming out of the field districts is inconsistent.  This is a point we have heard several times this year from reviewers at the Office of Water Projects Review and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works.[animation 2 – observation 2 appears] The second observation is that District Quality Control occurs inconsistently across projects, both in terms of how it is performed and even whether it is performed at all.  [Note for paper: This situation can be linked to a lack of specific guidelines or requirements for District Quality Control, as well as a lack of trained individuals within Districts capable of performing an adequate review]
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Observations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third observation is that review comments get more substantive at later review levels, while report quality is not substantially improved after initial reviews.  We have heard from representatives of the Office of Water Project Review and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works that reports submitted to them for policy review often contain significant technical issues that should have been addressed during agency technical review.  We have even heard of final feasibility reports being sent back to the District from the Secretary’s office because of their poor quality.[Note for paper: This situation is linked to 1) a shortage of experienced agency technical reviewers, 2) a lack of formal review training or guidelines, and 3) a general deficiency of report writing skills.]
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Observations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fourth observation is that there is generally no formal process for sharing information from reviews between projects or with the rest of the Corps.  By this we mean that there is neither a standardized format for sharing lessons learned content nor a delivery mechanism.Individuals working on project teams must rely on their professional networks, word of mouth, or attending the conferences to receive such information.  The Civil Works Review Board website is a notable exception, and one that inspired a number of our recommendations.
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Observations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final observation is that the review role of Major Subordinate Commands is not consistent across the Corps.  In some MSC’s, formal review comments are provided to the project delivery team, while in others, the MSC’s role is limited to facilitating communication between the PDT and Headquarters during policy review.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is our hope that adaptive planning will get us from the existing condition to here.As you will notice in the diagram, the desired condition has improved information flow between the project delivery team and review entities, as noted by the thicker solid lines replacing the thinner dashed lines. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is our hope that adaptive planning will get us from the existing condition to here.As you will notice in the diagram, the desired condition has improved information flow between the project delivery team and review entities, as noted by the thicker solid lines replacing the thinner dashed lines. 
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Recommendations

Training

Improved DQC

PCX Clearinghouses

Communicate & Adapt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we get to better products and improved flow of information?Recommendations fall into these four general categories:1/ Training2/ Improved DQC3/ Establishment of a PCX Clearinghouse4/ Communicate & AdaptThese recommendations focus on improved quality planning products by “getting it right the first time”, thus reducing the time and cost of reviews through gained efficiencies. 
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Recommendation 1: Training
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training planners is not a new concept. Important aspect of better productsSpecific training on product quality and review will emphasize the proper way to tell the story and achieve an approvable report. Creating a Certified Planner Certificate as an in-house equivalent to a professional license will identify expertise and define an achievable goal for younger planners. Better trained planners will improve quality of reports as they move through the system.
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Recommendation 2: Improved DQC
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well written reports from knowledgeable planners need a qualified District Quality Control effort to catch any potential issues before the products leave the district. This recommendation builds upon the intent of EC 1105-2-410.Responsible district experts should be identified, a DQC task force should be set up for each business line, and guidance for DQC execution should be provided by HQ and the PCXs. Again, the emphasis of this recommendation is identifying issues early while minimal costs and resources are required for resolution. 
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Recommendation 3: PCX Clearinghouses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next category of recommendation is the establishment of a PCX Clearinghouse. Standardized After Action Reviews should be implemented for each review milestone. Planning Guidance Memorandums, After Action Reviews, and Review Summaries should be compiled in a usable manner to maximize value. These products from each of the PCX’s should be provided to a single POC at HQ with the responsibility of compiling the information in a relevant way to maximize value…a kind of a Wikipedia for Planners with an interface that a single topic, such as nonstructural FRM, could be keyed in and lessons learned from across projects and divisions would be at the planners disposal.
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Recommendation 4: Communicate and Adapt
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The real power of adaptive planning is making the improvement process viral, or spreading the knowledge and lessons learned with maximum exposure. A message is only as good as the sender sending the message and the receiver acquiring and interpreting the message.A National Communication Plan should be established identifying communication techniques such as Newsletters, utilizing Planning Ahead, or webinars. 
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Summary of Recommendations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SummaryAdaptive planning utilizes feedback to improve the planning process at both the single study level and the organization level.Better Trained Planners + Improved District Quality Control feeding information into the PCXs and HQ to be disseminated across districts and divisions
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Adaptive Planning Barriers

Funding
How do we pay for this?

Accountability
Even with a system in place, how do we get
people to use it?             
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Suggestions for Overcoming Barriers

Projects pay annually into database funding pool

Utilize anticipated additional PCX personnel

“Trade-off” and virtual developmental 
opportunities
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Suggestions for Overcoming Barriers

Include Adaptive Planning measures into Project 
Management Plans (scope, budget and 
schedule) and Review Plans

Include providing lessons learned / AARs to 
PCX in scope of work

Encourage planners to host seminars on 
projects
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Benefits
Adaptive Planning focuses on:

Better reviews early on
Better response to reviews
Better communication across projects
Better planning capability

Ultimately leading to:
Better use of the nation’s fiscal resources 
Better water resources solutions for the nation
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Path Forward

Appoint a USACE-wide Adaptive Planning 
Work Group  
►Representation from District, MSC, PCX, and 

HQ levels

Determine costs

Foster a culture of sharing information
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